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with success : in two campaigns he broke the power of Dacia
and made it into a Roman province ; in the East he annexed
Arabia Petraea and won two great victories over the Parthians,
which not only crippled Parthia but enabled him to conquer
Armenia, Assyria, and Babylonia. But his further designs
in the East were arrested by a rebellion in Mesopotamia,
a rising of the Jews in Syria and Egypt, and also complica-
tions in Africa and Britain ; and then he died suddenly, and
all his Eastern policy was left in suspense.
Hadrian took a very different line in foreign affairs. He
obviously thought that the forces of the empire were not
sufficient to carry out the vast projects of Trajan in the East
and West. He preferred the defensive to the offensive and
tried the effect of diplomacy upon neighbouring peoples. He
restored to Parthia almost all Trajan's Eastern conquests,
with the exception of Arabia. For defence he built armed
fortresses on most of the frontiers, and behind these the
legions and auxiliary troops were distributed. It is hard to
say which of these two emperors was right. It is possible
that Trajan over-estimated the forces of the empire and over-
looked the immense difficulty of the task which he imposed
upon them ; he may have been blind to the risks involved
in the extension of the empire to the north and south-east.
The conquest of Germany would inevitably have ended in
collision with the Slavs and Finns ; and the conquest of
Parthia would have brought Rome up against the other
Iranians and the Mongols. It is possible that Hadrian gauged
more exactly both the difficulty of the task and the incapacity
of Rome to perform it. Perhaps he was the first to note the
signs that the creative force of the ancient world was failing ;
and perhaps his policy of defence postponed the catastrophe
with which Rome was threatened. At any rate, that policy
secured for the empire another interval of peace—an interval
which covered his reign and that of Antoninus Pius, his
successor.
But the same problems rose again in a more insistent
form to confront Marcus Aurelius. Trajan's purpose was
not accomplished by the annexation of Dacia : that was to
be followed up by the conquest of Germany and by active
measures against the Sarmatians who were pressing towards
the Danube from south Russia. The peace policy of Hadrian
and Antoninus Pius was certain to be interpreted by Germans

